They have developed a strain of test-tube cultured human cells which because of a genetic mutation were unable to produce an enzyme, inosinic acid pyrophosphorylase (IMPPase). These cells were treated with DNA extracted from donor cells capable of producing the enzyme. As a result, a low proportion of the recipient cells (one per 10,000) acquired the ability to produce IMPPase.
Since these transformed cells bred true, the change was of a heritable nature.
One of the secrets of success, the Szybalskis say, was the development of a very efficient selective system for detecting rare transformant cells among the overwhelming majority of recipients. This was accomplished by exposing the treated recipient cells to a special medium containing a growth inhibitor, aminopterin, together with its antidotes, hypoxanthine and thymidine.
Under these conditions the unmodified recipient cells were completely inhibited since the utilization of hypoxanthine is dependent on the missing enzyme, whereas the transformant cells were able to grow normally. The work by the Szybalskis is described in the December issue of the Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences.
In control experiments, the specific role of DNA in this transformation phenomenon was established by showing that the transforming agent had the same physical, chemical, and enzymatic properties as DNA-in short, that it was DNA-and that only cells bearing the specific genetic character (ability to produce IMPPase) could serve as the DNA donors.
The discovery of the Drs. Szybalski could pave the way to new advances in the study of human heredity and ultimately in the application of these studies to the treatment of human hereditary diseases.
THE AMPUTATED CONDITION IN BROWN SWISS CATTLE
O. DUZGUNES and A. TUNCAY* T HREE amputated calves were born in the Brown Swiss herd of the Regional Agricultural School of Bursa, Turkey, in 1960. Two of the dams were daughters and one was a granddaughter of the sire, Nero 1453, which was a grandson of Nero 2629 imported from Switzerland in 1947. No other case has been recorded on any farm using the male and female progeny of Nero 1453. However, this does not prove the absence of the gene on these farms because inbreeding has been avoided.
The first case of amputation was reported by Wriedt and Mohr (1928) in Swedish Holsteins. It was attributed to a recessive lethal. Shrode and Lush 1 cite no other reference, and the present authors have found none. The conditions here suggest the same kind of gene action, although a test of the hypothesis has not been possible due to insufficient data. Nero 1453 had six normal offspring when mated to three other daughters, and all offspring from unrelated cows were normal.
Contrary to the original report, the affected calves here showed no signs of hydrocephalus or reduced mandible and maxilla. They were amputated at the elbows and the hock joints but were normal in other respects (Figure 8 ). Two were stillborn following gestation periods of 266 and 272 days, respectively, while the third had a natural birth and was sucking its milk from a bottle when it was destroyed a week after birth. It seems, therefore, that hydrocephalus and reduced upper and lower
AN "AMPUTATED" CALF Figure 8
This calf appears normal in all respects with the exception of amputated elbows and hock joints. There is no evidence of hydrocephalus or other anomalies. jaws may not be connected to the gene causing amputation.
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